
the solution being off improbably
to the left and then a long On Inn.
All that accomplished in no more
than 2 hours and 3 minutes. Well,
that was the front runners at least.
As there seemed to be
considerably fewer at the bucket
than there were at the start, there
are probably still quite a few still
out there, wandering aimlessly
around the rural backwaters of
Kent and Sussex. Daffy D D
measured the run at 9 miles but he
always has been prone to
exaggeration. The Boundah
reckoned it was scarcely 8.99.

Under the watchful eye of the
Jehovah’s Witnesses in Kingdom
Hall under the windows of which
the bucket was carefully sited, the
circle was held with the few elite
who had made it back. The hare
was duly congratulated and
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marathon, and a bicycle race
from the Marsh Green green,
they came in their droves. They
pushed their cars into every
nook and cranny, to the
exclusion of all other event
organisers, to join in Frank’s run.

As ever, at the crack of 11.00,
the action started with the horn
on a high note, the JM’s voice in
falsetto, the hounds abaying and
a Brindle lookalike getting under
everybody’s feet, and a solid
phalanx set off. On down the
road, a right turn along a nettle
infested mud track and back into
Surrey, albeit for the briefest 10
yards, on to what turned out to
be a backcheck. A speedy return
to Kent, across the road and into
the woods with bluebells still
ablaze.

Banned from Box Hill, 1989 - Returned to Box Hill, 1998 Run 1673Founded April 14,1975
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Like a good general, ever
mindful of the invalid state of so
many of his troops and with an
eye to the logistical requirements
of wheelchairs and zimmer
frames, the Boundah kept the
trail on blacktop for as long as
possible, thereby maximising
speed and ease of movement. A
great tour along the Kentish lanes
(or more correctly the lanes of
Kent since they were well south
of the Medway) eastwards and
then south with some good
checks and backchecks keeping
the pack well consolidated.

Progressing steadily out of
Kent and onto the rougher ground
of Sussex, the pack split up into
Alpha Platoon and Bravo Platoon
with Alpha at point and in the
thick of it. Gone the smooth

A Boundah run in Kent!
Earthquakes, fire and damnation
beyond the boundaries of Surrey.
Enough to strike fear into the
heart of the boldest hasher. But
SH3 is made of sterner stuff. With
a response that brings to mind the
quote engraved on the ubiquitous
Zippo lighter of every US Marine
in the Vietnam War. “Yea, though
I walk through the valley in the
shadow of death, I will fear no
evil ‘cos I’m the meanest son of a
bitch there” So did SH3 respond
to the challenge. And, Man, did
those boys stomp. They stomped
in Kent and they stomped in
Surrey and they stomped in
Sussex. Not to be deterred by the
(undeserved?) reputation of the
hare, the geothermal dangers of an
earthquake shaken Kent, a local

surfaces of the lanes and onto the
cracked, churned and baked fields
and woods of the Sussex
borderland. Tequil’over still
hanging in there, up with the best
of them, horn a’honking.

Progress was not without its
incidents; a dog fight with the
local labrador having the edge on
the Brindle lookalike (we support
blood sports); a neurotic
equestrian who claimed to have
been threatened by a knife
wielding hasher. Subsequent
enquiry established this to have
been merely an Old Coulsdon
hasher polishing a shiny stick
between his legs.

Through the woods, across the
farmyard, over the field and into
the woods again were the last
check led to the final
disintegration of Alpha Platoon,
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thanked for an excellent run and
two sinners were named and
shamed. Daffy was peed on from
a great height by the RA for
bearing false witness, or using a
mobile phone anyway, and GG
was pulled as an afterthought for
making a false call. All good Bible
Belt stuff.

In the pub, good range of beer
and somebody ate a disgusting
junk food lunch of a 1lb. burger
oozing with a wheel of melted
cheese, oily chips and a bun
running with butter. You know
who you are!

T-K Tosser

Date 06-05-07

Hare Bounder

Venue Marsh Green

On On The Wheatsheaf
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1675 20-May T-Total Kingsfold

1676 27-May Lord Raleigh

1677 03- June Doug the Tub and
Mrs Robinson

1678 10-June Low Profile, First
On

1679 17-June

1680 24-June

1681 01-July Greenpeace

1682 08-July Ken (Sexy Beast) Leatherhead

Run 1674

Date 13-May-07

Hare Ear Trumpet & Strumpet

Venue Okewood Hill

On On The Punchbowl Inn

SSA/PC 197A7 - RH5 5PU

OS (187) TQ 133 374

Scribe Hornblower
Directions:

At Dorking from the junction A24/A25, take A24 south sp
Horsham.  After 5.1 miles at Beare Green roundabout turn to
A29 sp Bognor Regis/Ockley.  Follow A29 through Ockley and
after 4.3 miles turn right sp Oakwood Hill/Walliswood into
Okewood Hill road  alternative option! .  Finally after another
.60 mile turn right into pub car park and park at the back, or
opposite the pub.

Runs start at 11:00 sharp!

Hare Raizor Info & Scribings to onsec@surreyh3.org

Affix Stamp
 Here

Some dates for 07/08

•10th June: family members run & BYO+ picnic
•1st July: Run in memory of Vidal
•12th July: Merry Wives at Polesden Lacey
•19th July: Merry Wives play reading
•14th July: Eurohash in Kingston
•29th July: Sista Anna, Chunderos “100” BBQ
•26th August: Nash Hash in Milton Keynes
•2nd September: Run 1690* Battle of The Boyne.
•9th September. Portugal
•23rd December Jingle Bells run
•26th January Christmas/New Year party

96a.   Palindromes 2:   ‘man, a plan, a
canal - Panama.' 'He lived as a devil, eh?'
97.   The first CD pressed in the US was Bruce
Springsteen's 'Born in the USA'
98.   In 1986 Congress & President Ronald Reagan
signed Public Law 99-359, which changed Daylight
Saving Time from the last Sunday in April to the first
Sunday in April.  It was estimated to save the nation
about 300,000 barrels of oil each year by adding
most of the month April to D.S.T.
99.   The thumbnail grows the slowest, the middle
nail the fastest, nearly 4 times faster than toenails.
100.  The Human eyes never grow, but nose and
ears never stop growing.
101.  The 57 on Heinz ketchup bottles represents
the number of varieties of pickles the company
once had.


